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SAND PLAY

GET OUT OF THE BUNKER ON THE FIRST SWING

We have all been there. We hit the perfect drive right down the middle and then 
follow it up with a nice iron shot to the green, only to see the ball take a bad kick 
off the side of a little mound. When we arrive at the green we see the ball in the 
bunker, and those were two darned good shots.

At this point you want to throw your whole set of clubs into the bunker. Itʼs 
maddening to feel like you just got robbed. You make two of your best Sunday 
swings, and due to an unfortunate bounce you are in the bunker.

This will not bother you after you read this Darrell Klassen Inner Circle Special 
Report.

When a professional out on the tour hits into a green side bunker the announcer 
or commentator would like for you to think the player is just as frustrated as you 
would become under the circumstances.

However, in most cases the tour player is not upset in the least. In fact, he may be 
jumping with joy on his insides. I know I used to actually be  happy when I hit into 
a bunker.

I used to spend a lot of time practicing in the bunker, and I just happen to have 
become very good at the shot. That is why I am confident you will no longer be 
upset about landing on the beach.

Because golfers typically  do not understand how to play out of the sand they 
panic. Just as in most areas of our life or our golf game knowledge and wisdom 
are the real keys to successful results.

There really isnʼt much we cannot accomplish in life or in golf when we have he 
knowledge required for the situation, and the wisdom to know how and when to 
use that knowledge.

The first and most important thing for us to cover is what most of you are doing 
incorrectly. The average golfer goes into the bunker with the mental concept that 
he has had out on the fairway. He believes with all of his heart that he has to 
GET UNDER THE GOLF BALL AND LIFT IT OUT OF THE SAND.

Just a moment or two of meditating on that concept should lead you to the 
realization that the only way to GET UNDER the golf ball would be to dig into the 
sand before you get the clubhead to the ball.
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In sand play this would not be too bad, except for the fact that typically that same 
golfer is also attempting to then SWING UPWARD FROM UNDERNEATH THE 
BALL, and that causes a number of problems to occur.

In order to swing upward we lose our clubhead speed in the swing and the sand 
slows the club  to a point where it no longer has the velocity to explode the ball out 
of the sand. Thus, the golf ball only flops a few feet from where it originally was 
lying in the sand.

The second major problem with this theory on attempting to extricate our golf ball 
from the beach on the upward swing is that we remember how many times we 
have been through the above scenario and we donʼt quite hit the sand with our 
swing.

This causes the clubhead to strike the golf ball in the blade of the clubhead and 
the ball takes off like a scud missile and rockets fifty yards over the green and into 
the nearby lake, or out of bounds.

Once we have experienced these two for a few times, we are so frustrated and 
confused we feel we will never be able to hit a shot out of sand.

I want you to simply relax and think of a few things with me. 

First of all I need you to go to a practice bunker and merely step in there and take 
a number of swings without any  golf balls. I want you to try to sense how the sand 
grabs the clubhead and slows it as you enter the sand on your swing. Hit the sand 
on every swing with the goal of taking a “divot” about a foot in length.

Now, listen to this part closely. 

If you will do this with an open clubface you will find the clubhead glides through 
the sand just a wee bit smoother. You will also notice that the open clubface also 
helps you to keep from digging too deeply, and this is a big key  to successful 
sand play.

We need to learn how the swing the clubhead through the sand while not going 
more than about an inch deep  into the sand. The open clubface will be of great 
assistance in accomplishing this because the open face INCREASES THE 
BOUNCE ON THE SOLE OF THE CLUBHEAD.

Once you have experienced the sand slowing the clubhead speed and you are 
taking fairly shallow divots in the sand you are ready for the next exercise.

In this exercise I want you to draw a line which runs perpendicular to your stance 
and the direction of intended flight. Straddle this line and swing the club through 
the sand again with the goal of entering the sand a few inches behind the line and 
EXITING THE SAND AT A POINT WHICH IS SEVERAL INCHES PAST THE 
LINE. 
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When you can accomplish this consistently you will be naturally accelerating the 
clubhead as it passes under the line and through the sand. This acceleration 
through the sand will minimize the deceleration caused by the sand.

Now you are ready to use golf balls. Place a ball on the line and make the same 
swing. Enter the sand a few inches before the golf ball and accelerate the 
clubhead under the line to a point several inches past the line. The golf ball is 
sitting on the line and gets in the way of the clubhead.

Here is the secret to all of this. 

When the clubhead enters the sand a few inches prior to the golf ball it gathers a 
wad of sand between the golf ball and the clubface. This also deadens the effect 
of the swing and impact.

Because the sand slows the clubhead speed and because the sand between the 
clubface and the golf ball deadens the impact, we are required to swing the club 
much stronger than any particular distance might normally require if we were on 
the fairway.

Now you have all of the tools you will need in order to become a great sand 
player. Just remember that your first goal is to simply get out of the bunker in one 
stroke. Once you are able to do that on a consistent basis, then you are ready to 
begin practicing to learn how to control your distances and bet your sand shots 
close to the cup.
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